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ABSTRACT
Intrinsic values associated with ICT services activities in productive ageing. Given the advances made in ICT services that have been widely used, elders need to be equipped with the knowledge in using the services. The lack of ICT usage among elders is because of the low motivation to use the ICT applications. This in turn could be due to the lack of intrinsic values associated with the use of ICT applications among elders. This study explores further the features of ICT services needed to support intrinsic values activities. Brainstorming sessions is conducted in this study where it involved six ICT experts in order to identify ICT services features to support intrinsic value activities. Intrinsic motivation features are significant features in ICT services to support intrinsic value activities for productive ageing. There are five intrinsic motivation features identified in this research, which are autonomy, competence, relatedness, altruism and curiosity. The ICT services to support intrinsic value activities model comprises of the ICT services characteristics that are transactive, community-based with online communication channels, and incorporated with intelligent agents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The world is confronted with trends in the increasing population of elders, and the fast development of ICT services in human daily lives that lead to the increasing number of elders ICT users in the future [1]. Thus, the characteristics of the ICT services for future needs of elders need to be duly identified to cater to their ever increasing and complex needs and demands.

Even though ICT can play an important role in productive aging, the current ICT activities for elders are still lacking in terms of attracting them to use the technology [2, 3]. ICT features for productive aging in Malaysia are unfamiliar and still at its infancy stage. Most of the prior researchers focus more on ICT that are related to assistive technologies, which are related in physical productivities that help elders in daily activities.

Little research has been undertaken in social-related technologies as key enablers used to increase self-actualization, self-esteem and give more autonomy to the elders. A large number of past researchers focussed on the technology which fulfilled the first three levels of human needs based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, which are physiological (such as air, water, food, shelter etc.), safety (such as personal security, employment, health etc.), and love and belonging (such as friendship, intimacy, family etc.). Others in the hierarchy include self-esteem and self-actualization. Prior studies look into technologies that were related to health [4] (survival and safety) [5-7] and aging at home [8]. However, ICT services which enhance the social relatedness, self-development, self-esteem and self-actualization leading to intrinsic values among the elders appear to be lacking. Elderlies are motivated to use ICT services if they think the services can give
them the much needed intrinsic values. Whilst ICT services have the capability of providing social inclusiveness, its features should also be able to support the intrinsic value activities for elderlies. Generally speaking, intrinsic values emerged from the activities motivated by intrinsic motivation. In order to provide a certain quality of life to the elderlies, there is a need for intrinsic values elements in their activities. This research will highlight the productive ageing activities that exhibit intrinsic values. According to past researchers, the productive ageing activities are divided into four types. These are market activities, caregiving, volunteering [9-15] and self-development [9, 13, 15].

Intrinsic motivations are among the contributing factors to promote participation in people activities [16, 17]. Intrinsic motivation is defined as performing the action or activity because of inherently rewarding pursuits or intrinsic values [18]. Coon and Miterer [19], defined intrinsic motivation as: "Intrinsic motivation occurs when we act without any obvious external rewards. We simply enjoy an activity or see it as an opportunity to explore, learn, and actualize our potentials". Basically, activities motivated by intrinsic motivation are rewarding intrinsic values [20]. ICT has good potentials to promote social activities among elderlies [21]. They will engage in ICT-related activities if they find it fun and enjoyable, and suit their needs [17]. Intrinsic motivation features are significant features in ICT services to support intrinsic value activities for productive ageing. Thus, this paper present ICT services features for the elderly activities that associates with intrinsic motivations for productive ageing.

2. RESEARCH METHOD

Research that provides understanding of people’s experience, behaviors, interactions and social context uses qualitative research [22]. Past researchers [23-26] used qualitative research method in their works where its’ involved with people experience and make interpretation to come out with the opinion. Thus, qualitative research method is applied in this study. The process of ICT services features identification involves the selection of experts, brainstorming sessions and identification of ICT services features.

The selection of experts from specific backgrounds in this study is categorized under the focus group approach. The process of identification and validation of the technologies involved face-to-face approach that provided complex data, which in turn involved deep explanations and simultaneous feedback from the experts themselves. Since this study focuses on ICT services field only, a six-member expert panel were employed to participate in this research to get the knowledge and experience related to the defined topic. Besides the experts being good in ICT, some of them have been involved in a number of projects involving elderlies. The experts are experienced in providing ICT services solutions, thus this made the work in identifying ICT services features much easier. Brainstorming sessions were held to identify what are the suggested ICT services to support intrinsic values activities for productive ageing. Various scenarios of elderlies’ activities and current ICT services used by the elderlies were given to the experts so that they could get a deeper understanding of the current situation. The scenarios described the concept of productive ageing activities and the various motivations that attracted the elderlies to engage in activities. The current ICT services used by the elderlies were also described in the scenarios, as it will help the experts think of suitable ICT services for the elderlies in the future. Every expert gave feedback regarding this matter. The experts described in detail how the features of ICT services supported intrinsic motivations, which were associated with intrinsic values activities for productive ageing.

After the experts have completed the brainstorming sessions by identifying the ICT services for the elderlies, examples of ICT services identified by them were compared between the experts. Lastly, the agreed ICT services with the supporting comments were provided to justify the identification of ICT services for the elderlies.

3. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULT

The group of experts was involved in identifying ICT services features to support intrinsic value activities for productive ageing. The experts were given the elderlies’ current scenarios, which described the activities of the elderlies and the familiar ICT services that have been used by the elderlies. They looked into the ICT services for elderlies and related them to intrinsic motivations theories that could encourage the participation of elderlies in the intrinsic value activities.

3.1. ICT Services in Volunteering

All the experts involved in this study agreed that the ICT services that they have suggested supported intrinsic motivations. They strongly emphasized the ICT services and platforms that have been identified for productive ageing such as social media that supported collaborative communication supported competence intrinsic motivation where the ICT services provided information to others. Competence refers
to the people’s abilities to solve problems where it is concerned with the importance of knowledge and skills. The following quotation explained by the experts how ICT services in volunteering are able to support competence intrinsic motivation.

“Elderlies can exemplify positive values, ideas and beliefs. It would allow the elderlies to be able to share their knowledge, opinion and experience either in a one-to-one session or in group sessions. The elderlies could also participate as experts, trainers or advisors to people through online learning platforms or advisory systems, virtual learning network (VLN) or teleconference. They also could contribute and lead any group, society or committee in whatever they can do.”

Secondly, the quotation below shows that, experts agreed that the ICT services and platforms that have identified which were related to volunteering supported autonomy intrinsic motivations. Autonomous is where people are able to govern their own activities. They believed that the autonomy feature was needed, as it would encourage productive ageing.

“The ICT services that have been identified were able to support information where it could provide choices of input in the activities. Technology such as web portal also could have sub domain of activities where the user would be free to participate according to their choice. With Internet technologies, elderlies were free to interact with others at their comfort of time and place. The Internet technologies supported various ways to exhibit skills and knowledge. For example, by using advance FB that offered better features, people could provide their expertise through comments, interactive video conferencing, wall, blog link and others. FB could have many channels for the users to choose for the activities and they are more interactive. Collaborative technologies could support elderlies to explore and establish network with various suitable individuals, groups and community such as webinar, online portal, and online crowdsourcing. Online portal or Apps that provided elderlies real-time information concerning all matters relating to volunteer work were examples of ICT services that support autonomy intrinsic motivation. It would make it easier for the elderlies to be able to choose and involve themselves in voluntary work as a committee where they could choose what they wanted to be and a lot of information was available online in the system”.

Relatedness is another intrinsic motivation in technologies that is related to volunteering activities. Relatedness is when the interaction or connection exists in the activities to establish the relationship between human. Experts explained how ICT services are able to support intrinsic motivation in elderlies’ productivity in the following excerpt.

“ICT services in volunteering allowed elderlies to exchange information, experiences and opinion with others. ICT platforms such as web portals, interactive channels and others provided online communities for the elderlies to join and participate and it would create alliance in their fields of interest. ICT services such as e-Learning, social media and others provided support to family and friends in terms of financial, time, and effort by giving valuable input such as skills and knowledge through online groups (WhatsApp with more interactivity, interactive volunteering online portal etc.). The network platform provided the portal and software as well as the procedural and legal support to the elderlies in providing their expertise. They have a wealth of skills and lifetime of experiences that are valuable to the community that could be delivered through interactions. The ICT services identified also would allow elderlies to be involved in the larger group for the purpose of contributing to the society”.

In the volunteering activities, experts found that altruism intrinsic motivation through ICT services encourage productive ageing. Altruism is described as being very helpful. The ICT services identified provided the platforms for elderlies to help other people in many other ways.

“The ICT services provided information online in areas needed by the organization, community, groups and others. The elderlies were able to provide comments to videos / messages posted to any online e-forum/group, blog, Wikipedia etc... More interactivity could be expected from the technology in the future. The elderlies were able to help others by providing their expertise in areas needed by any group through online platforms to organizations, communities etc.. They could participate as a member or committee in any specialized online group such as charity and donation groups. Internet banking applications were very useful where elderlies could easily participate in online donation and “waqaf” programs”.

From the views of all the experts, they showed that ICT services with advance social media, web / mobile technologies that supported collaborative communications such as crowdsourcing, e-learning were the technologies used to support intrinsic motivation for volunteering activities. In addition, experts also highlighted the importance of interactivity elements in information technology.

3.2. ICT Services in Care-Giving

All experts agreed that competence, autonomy, relatedness and altruism intrinsic motivations were needed in the ICT services to promote productive ageing. The following quotation shows how ICT services in care-giving are able to support competence intrinsic motivation features.
“The suggested ICT services in caregiving would allow elderlies to exhibit their competencies where they would be able to join groups, contribute and lead knowledge and experience in any parenting groups. They could use caregiving applications using smart phones, smart homes or CCTVs to download lessons and share with others any unusual negative activities. Elderlies could use the technology, which can assist them in monitoring members of their households and to highlight to them when there are any matters such as health or physical issues with the individuals. Social media with the advance in video conferencing would be very good platforms for parenting advices that could help younger generation seek guidance. The elderlies would be able to use the smart home technology for the good of the whole household. All activities in the house could be monitored anywhere.”.

In addition, they could also provide knowledge to software developers on integrated smart homes as part of the development of these solutions by being part of the design team, and by providing ongoing feedback as the services utilized. All the experts recognized that ICT services with autonomy intrinsic motivation features were needed in the ICT services to promote productive ageing as contained in the following excerpt.

“ICT services identified for caregiving activities support autonomy intrinsic motivations where these technologies provide support for domestic work through available technologies for example vacuum cleaner robots, smart home applications and others alike. The technologies would simplify their lives tremendously and reduce the time required for the work. The elderlies would also be free to choose the activities related to parenting or domestic work such as they could use Web 4.0 or Mobile Commerce that would allow users to buy groceries online. Social Media, e-forums would enable to support or explore and establish networks with various suitable parenting groups”.

Experts also agreed that relatedness intrinsic motivations supported by identified ICT services in caregiving activities where the main requirement for the ICT would enable them to interact with one another in real-time and visually as explained in the following excerpt.

“The identified ICT services such as social media could provide support in terms of advice, communication through Skype and others alike that have inspired younger generation to make wiser decisions. The technology would assist elderlies and the younger generation to take care of each other more effectively and efficiently. The elderlies also could use outsourcing services offered through online to complete domestic works and others. Elderlies can get house cleaners or house cleaning services through online applications. This smart technology would allow individuals to support one another via their interconnected homes, which could also be connected to each other’s homes. This facility would allow individual to actively communicate with each other”.

Lastly, the experts agreed that ICT services that have been suggested for caregiving could support altruism intrinsic motivations in productive ageing. Experts justified how ICT functions could provide the relevant intrinsic motivations for elderlies in the following excerpt.

“The technology such as mobile commerce, social media, online banking, robots, smart homes, CCTVs would give opportunities to the elderlies to lend a helping hand to others. Social media is one of the ways to provide support in terms of advice, communication thorough Skype and others. Elderlies would be able to transfer money online as needed to close family. The technology would and could enhance the parenting capabilities at all times and provide wider coverage with the help of ICT services platforms that would support and provide more interactivity to the elderlies”.

From the data shared, it could be concluded that all experts agreed that ICT services such as social media, web/mobile technologies and assistive technologies such as robotic or artificial intelligence applications are very helpful to the elderlies in caregiving activities. Assistive technology makes available several types of services and devices designed to help people with disabilities function within their environment.

3.3. ICT Services in Self-Development

For self-development activities, all experts agreed that the identified ICT services supported competence, autonomy, relatedness and curiosity intrinsic motivations. Experts emphasized how competence intrinsic motivation that has been applied in ICT could help elderlies in self-development activities.

“Technologies such as social media with advance video conferencing, web technologies that allowed collaborative learning would support elderlies in their effort to improve their knowledge while providing information. They could also provide expertise in areas needed by the organization or committees in which they participated. For example, while these technologies provided expertise, it would better their personalities via good feedback. Elderlies would be able to take up the challenges of new activities that suited their physical and mental capabilities. They would be able to learn new knowledge through new technologies. Smart applications such as the Integrated Smart Assistant with the Elderlies would be very
helpful for them where these smart applications help build individual knowledge by allowing customized contents to be recommended to the elderlies based on their individual profiles.”

Experts emphasized that identified ICT services would support autonomy intrinsic motivation in self-development activities as elderlies have a choice in getting new knowledge.

“For example, Internet technologies provide various web sites, blogs and learning applications. Elderlies could experience and enjoy their spiritual programs from the comfort of their homes. New technologies such as VR and augmented reality allow for self-learning skills. Elderlies could also explore opportunities and find support that could help and enable self-care capabilities, for example, health care tips through online support groups”.

Experts said that the purpose of ICT services is to connect one party with another. However, the way of communication changes from time to time made connectivity challenging. The elderlies wanted to participate in self-development because of they were looking for affiliations. Relatedness makes them active in the activities. Experts explained that the relationship between the identified ICT services and relatedness features as follows;

“Elderlies could get more friends when they get themselves involved with self-development activities such as online learning community groups, Facebook, webinar, blog and others. These ICT services provide communication and knowledge via online group that enabled elderlies to communicate with others. They could build up specific pillars for self-development such as for religious activity. The smart assistance would allow elderlies to access the information real-time anywhere, at any time and at same time, they are able to participate. The interactive network technology such as Interactive TV could be a platform to gain knowledge where the elderlies could ask questions on the TV screen. They also could ask questions in real time through U-tube applications. New ICT services allow strengthening the relationships between families and friends. Artificial Intelligence Health applications could help users and close families to keep track of the physical conditions of elderlies, thus enable faster communication and actions to be taken. ICT services and intelligence systems would educate elderlies on how to live more sustainably”.

As mentioned in previous findings, elderlies are motivated to participate in activities because of their curiosities. Experts have identified ICT services that could help elderlies fulfill their curiosities.

“ICT services such as teleconferencing, interactive wiki, e-learning, social media and others could help elderlies seek new findings, knowledge and skills. The content available on the Internet such as e-forum for the elderlies help users acquires better understanding of their needs. ICT services such as online learning provide hands-on experience to elderlies anywhere and anytime. It would provide a better learning experience especially for knowledge area that is experiential in nature. It clearly shows that ICT services such as playing games and doing puzzles that keep the elderlies busy will help keep their brains active. The elderlies are interested to participate in recreational and exercise tools because the new Artificial Intelligence technology will assist the elderlies in understanding their health condition and recommend suitable self-care development activities. It could also provide various recommendations on personal self-care development in line with individual learning capabilities and experience. The elderlies would also be able to explore new ways to monitor and track health conditions by using technology”.

Lastly, it can be summarized that all experts acknowledged social media, web technologies that support collaborative communications, all kinds of interactive channels of communications and artificial intelligence applications deemed to be a very good platforms of ICT services for elderlies to improve themselves for a better quality of life.

3.4. Summary of ICT Services in Supporting Intrinsic Motivations

From the views gathered from all the experts in this study, it shows that competence, autonomy, relatedness, curiosity and altruism intrinsic motivation are important features in ICT services as these elements or dimensions could help increase participation of the elderlies in the activities. Table 1 summarizes the suitable ICT services for the elderlies as identified by the experts as motivation theory is used to increase elderlies’ participation in the activities.

Based on the previous data analysis from the prior articles [27, 28] and considering opinions from the experts, it shows that the expected ICT services characteristics model comprises of the ICT services characteristics. These characteristics are transactive in nature, community-based with online communication channels, and incorporated with intelligent agents. The expected needs, which must be included in the activities of the elderlies, are philanthropy, interrelationship and lifelong learning. Based on the data gathered, it shows that elderlies are looking forward to engage in philanthropy activities that are supported by ICT community-based services. The intrinsic motivation features such altruism, competence, autonomy and relatedness should be supported by ICT services as platforms for philanthropy activities. They expect good values such as gratification or affiliation from the activities they participated.
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curiosity intrinsic motivations in lifelong learning activities. Community-based activities incorporated with intelligent agents that are transactive in nature are expected to help elderlies in their learning process such as provide hands on experience and recommend suitable levels of modules according to users’ knowledge. These activities will help to improve the quality of life and increase self-esteem of the elderlies. Table 2 shows synthesized of Intrinsic motivations needs and expected ICT services.

4. CONCLUSION

From the data that have been collected in this case study, five intrinsic motivations that promote productive ageing were identified. This study found that elderly are performing activities in socializing, self-development, and care-giving activities [27]. These activities are motivated by intrinsic motivations, which consist of autonomy, competence, relatedness, curiosity and altruism [28]. All the elderly in this study preferred to involve in activities towards non-monetary returns, which were intrinsically rewarding. However, since this study is qualitative study, the results of the study are not conclusive and cannot be used for generalization. The findings are used for understanding of productive aging in the context of Malaysia. Thus these findings can be used for further decision-making. A prior researcher [17] found that intrinsic motivations could be incorporated into ICT services design. Thus, it is believed that these five intrinsic motivational features will be useful in helping to incorporate in the ICT services for the elderly in particular.

To continue promoting productive ageing, attention should be paid to the elderly who are still capable in contributing their services or for those who want to remain engage in the community regardless to their weaknesses with help of Information Technology capability. The features that are related to intrinsic motivation enables giving advice, commenting on the issues, clarifying things, making decisions and managing things, supporting knowledge and skills, investigating, generating ideas, and helping others. These intrinsic motivation features that attract elderly to participate in activities should be considered in Information, Communication and Technology.

With the help of ICT services supported by intrinsic motivation theories, the elderly are able to keep productive in their daily activities. Experts conclude that, the expected ICT services characteristics model comprises of the ICT services characteristics which are transactive in nature, community-based with online communication channels, and incorporated with intelligent agents. They prefer the activities that related to philanthropy, interrelationship and life-long learning. All experts in this study agreed that, communication channel such as social media with interactive features help the elderly to perform their activities in effective and efficient ways.

Experts also highlighted web technologies that support collaborative communication as this technology such as e-learning, webinar and others will give the opportunities to the elderly to share their knowledge, skills and self-development purposes. This is in line with the prior researchers work that investigated on how of web technologies helps elderly in their daily activities [28]. The elderly also needs assistive technologies with multifunction, as it will make their daily work such as house chores easier.
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